The image displays an apparatus and method for image display. It includes a projector, a pattern image display unit, and an image-signal correcting unit. The process involves measuring the position of a sub-pixel, calculating the shift amount, and correcting the input image signal. The patent includes 6 claims and 21 drawing sheets.
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1. IMAGE DISPLAY APPARATUS AND IMAGE DISPLAY METHOD

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field
   The present invention relates to an image display apparatus and an image display method.

2. Related Art
   In recent years, high-performance image display apparatuses such as a large screen television and a projector are widely spread. In these image display apparatuses, improvement of an image quality of a display image is becoming more important. In particular, concerning a projector useful as an image display apparatus that has a high degree of freedom of installation and can easily adjust a size of a display image with a so-called zoom function, there is an increasing demand for further improvement of an image quality because of improvement of an image quality of contents displayed on the projector.

   Concerning such a projector, JP-A-61-150487 discloses a projector in which a transmissive matrix liquid crystal display device is used as a light valve. The projector includes plural dichroic mirrors, separates light from a light source into three primary colors of R, G, and B with the plural dichroic mirrors, transmits the lights of the respective colors through the liquid crystal display device, and, then, projects the lights on a screen via a projection lens. When the lights are transmitted through the liquid crystal display device, the transmitted lights of the liquid crystal display device are combined by optical means such as a mirror such that two-dimensional pixel arrangements coincide with each other.

   In the projector of this type, for example, the number of pixels of the matrix liquid crystal display device is increased to perform light modulation based on an image signal corresponding to content and display an image. This makes it possible to realize improvement of an image quality of a display image.

   However, when the number of pixels of an image displayed by the projector is increased, positional adjustment for each of the pixels by an optical system tends to be more difficult. For example, the projection lens included in the projector has chromatic aberration and a refractive index of the projection lens is different depending on wavelength. Therefore, aberration accuracy of the optical system of the projector is required to be higher than that in the past. However, it is difficult to accurately adjust all display positions of sub-pixels forming one pixel.

   Shifts of the display positions of such sub-pixels are negligible when the number of display pixels is small. However, according to an increase in the number of display pixels, the shifts of the display positions of the sub-pixels become conspicuous and cause deterioration in an image quality.

SUMMARY

An advantage of some aspects of the invention is to provide an image display apparatus and an image display method that can prevent deterioration in an image quality due to shifts of display positions of sub-pixels forming one pixel.

According to an aspect of the invention, there is provided an image display apparatus that displays an image on the basis of input image signals corresponding to sub-pixels forming one pixel, the image display apparatus including a shift-amount storing unit that stores shift amounts of display positions of the sub-pixels relative to given reference positions in a display image, an image-signal correcting unit that corrects the input image signals according to the shift amounts, and an image display unit that displays an image on the basis of the image signals corrected by the image-signal correcting unit.

According to the aspect of the invention, the shift amounts of the display positions of the sub-pixels forming one pixel are stored, shift amounts of all the sub-pixels in an image are calculated, and the input image signals of the sub-pixels are corrected according to the shift amounts. Therefore, it is possible to provide an image display apparatus that can prevent deterioration in an image quality due to shifts of the display positions of the sub-pixels forming one pixel.

In the image display apparatus according to the aspect of the invention, when one pixel is formed by sub-pixels of plural color components, the reference positions may be display positions of sub-pixels of any one color component among the sub-pixels of the plural color components.

According to the aspect of the invention, the display positions of the sub-pixels of any one color component among the sub-pixels of the plural color components forming one pixel are set as the reference positions and shift amounts of display positions of the sub-pixels of the other color components are calculated. Therefore, calculation of shift amounts of all the sub-pixels of the color component in the reference positions and correction processing for input image signals of the color component in the reference positions do not have to be performed.

It is possible to provide an image display apparatus that prevents deterioration in an image quality due to shifts of display positions of sub-pixels forming one pixel and realize simplification of processing.

In the image display apparatus according to the aspect of the invention, the shift-amount storing unit can store shift amounts of display positions of one or plural sampling sub-pixels in the display image. The image-signal correcting unit can calculate, for each of sub-pixels forming each of pixels of the display image, shift amounts of a display position of the sub-pixel using the shift amounts of the display positions of the sampling sub-pixels, and correct an input image signal of the sub-pixel according to the shift amounts.

According to the aspect of the invention, shift amounts of each of the sub-pixels only have to be calculated by interpolation processing. Therefore, it is possible to provide, at low cost, an image display apparatus that can reduce the storage capacity for the shift amounts and prevent deterioration in an image quality due to shifts of display positions of sub-pixels forming one pixel.

The image display apparatus according to the aspect of the invention further includes an image-signal-correction control unit that controls, on the basis of a given correction control signal, correction processing for the input image signals by the image-signal correcting unit. The image-signal-correction control unit may vary a method of the correction processing for the input image signals by the image-signal correcting unit according to the correction control signal.

According to the aspect of the invention, it is possible to more accurately perform the correction processing for the input image signals corresponding to shift amounts of display positions of sub-pixels.
The image display apparatus according to the aspect of the invention further includes a non-zero-state detecting unit that detects a zoom state of an image displayed by the image display unit. The image-signal-correction control unit can cause the image-signal correcting unit to perform the correction processing for the input image signals or can omit the correction processing according to the correction control signal corresponding to a result of the detection by the zoom-state detecting unit.

According to the aspect of the invention, it is possible to avoid display positions of sub-pixels from shifting according to a zoom state and suppress deterioration in an image quality of an image display apparatus having a zoom function.

In the image display apparatus according to the aspect of the invention, the shift-amount storing unit can store shift amount groups of display positions of plural sets of the sub-pixels. The image-signal correcting unit can correct the input image signals using a shift amount group of the display positions of the sub-pixels of a set corresponding to the correction control signal among the shift amount groups of the display positions of the plural sets of the sub-pixels stored in the shift-amount storing unit.

According to the aspect of the invention, the shift-amount storing unit can store the shift amount groups of the display positions of the plural sets of the sub-pixels and the image-signal correcting unit can correct the input image signals using the shift amount group of the display positions of the sub-pixels of the set corresponding to the correction control signal among the shift amount groups of the display positions of the plural sets of the sub-pixels stored in the shift-amount storing unit. This makes it possible to apply more accurate correction processing to the input image signals.

The image display apparatus according to the aspect of the invention further includes a sub-pixel-position measuring unit that measures display positions of sub-pixels in an image displayed by the image display unit. The shift-amount storing unit can store, using a result of the measurement by the sub-pixel-position measuring unit, shift amounts corresponding to the display positions of the sub-pixels relative to the reference position.

According to the aspect of the invention, the image display apparatus includes the sub-pixel-position measuring unit and calculates shift amounts of display positions of sub-pixels using a result of the measurement by the sub-pixel-position measuring unit. This makes it possible to prevent deterioration in an image quality even if there is an individual difference (manufacturing fluctuation) of an image display apparatus in shifts of display positions of sub-pixels.

According to the aspect of the invention, there is provided an image display method of displaying an image on the basis of input image signals corresponding to sub-pixels forming one pixel, the image display method including storing shift amounts of display positions of the sub-pixels relative to given reference positions in a display image, correcting the input image signals according to the shift amounts, and displaying an image using light modulated on the basis of the image signals corrected in correcting the input image signals.

According to the aspect of the invention, the shift amounts of the display positions of the sub-pixels forming one pixel are stored, shift amounts of all the sub-pixels in an image are calculated, and the input image signals of the sub-pixels are corrected according to the shift amounts. Therefore, it is possible to provide an image display method that can prevent deterioration in an image quality due to shifts of the display positions of the sub-pixels forming one pixel.

The invention will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein like numbers reference like elements.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a configuration example of a projector as an image display apparatus according to a first embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a configuration example of a projecting unit shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an example of processing for acquiring shift amounts of sub-pixels according to the first embodiment;

FIG. 4 is a diagram of an example of a pattern image according to the first embodiment;

FIG. 5 is a diagram for explaining processing for imaging a pattern image according to the first embodiment;

FIGS. 6A and 6B are diagrams for explaining processing for determining positions of sub-pixels of a G component and processing for calculating shift amounts of the sub-pixels;

FIG. 7 is a diagram for explaining shift amounts according to the first embodiment;

FIG. 8 is a diagram for explaining a unit of shift amounts of display positions of sub-pixels according to the first embodiment;

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a hardware configuration example of an image processing unit according to the first embodiment;

FIG. 10 is a flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to shift amounts according to the first embodiment;

FIG. 11 is a diagram for explaining processing for correcting an input image signal according to the first embodiment;

FIG. 12 is a diagram for explaining an example of processing for correcting input image signals of sub-pixels of an R component according to the first embodiment;

FIG. 13 is a diagram for explaining an example of processing for correcting input image signals of sub-pixels of a G component according to the first embodiment;

FIG. 14 is a diagram for explaining an example of processing for correcting input image signals of sub-pixels of a B component according to the first embodiment;

FIG. 15 is a diagram of an overview of a configuration of a shift-amount storing unit according to a first modification of the first embodiment;

FIG. 16 is a flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to shift amounts according to a first modification of the first embodiment;

FIG. 17 is a flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to shift amounts according to a second modification of the first embodiment;

FIG. 18 is a diagram for explaining shift amounts according to a second embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 19 is a flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to shift amounts according to the second embodiment;

FIG. 20 is a diagram for explaining an example of processing for correcting input image signals of sub-pixels of the R component according to the second embodiment;

FIG. 21 is a diagram for explaining an example of processing for correcting input image signals of sub-pixels of the B component according to the second embodiment;

FIG. 22 is a diagram for explaining input image signals of sub-pixels of the G component according to the second embodiment;
FIG. 23 is a flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to shift amounts according to a first modification of the second embodiment;

FIG. 24 is a flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to shift amounts according to a second modification of the second embodiment; and

FIG. 25 is a block diagram of a configuration example of a projector according to a third embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Embodiments of the invention are explained in detail below with reference to the accompanying drawings. The embodiments explained below do not unreasonably limit the content of the invention described in claims. All configurations explained below are not always essential elements of the invention.

A projector is explained below as an example of an image display apparatus according to the embodiments of the invention. However, the image display apparatus according to the embodiments is not limited to the projector. Deterioration in an image quality due to shifts of display positions of sub-pixels is considered to be a phenomenon that can occur not only in the projector but also in various image display apparatuses. Therefore, the image display apparatus according to the embodiments is not limited to the projector.

First Embodiment

A block diagram of a configuration example of a projector as an image display apparatus according to a first embodiment of the invention is shown in FIG. 1. A projector 10 according to the first embodiment displays an image by projecting, on a screen SCR, light modulated on the basis of image signals of plural sub-pixels forming one pixel. Such a projector 10 includes an image processing unit 20, a pattern-image storing unit 40, a sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50, a zoom-state detecting unit 60, and a projecting unit 100 as an image display unit.

The image processing unit 20 applies correction processing corresponding to shift amounts of sub-pixels forming each of pixels of an image projected on the screen SCR to an input image signal for each of the sub-pixels from a non-showed image-signal generating apparatus. The shift amounts of the sub-pixels are calculated from a measurement result of the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50. The pattern-image storing unit 40 stores a pattern image for measuring positions of sub-pixels of a projected image (a display image) on the screen SCR. The sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 includes an imaging device such as a digital still camera. The sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 images an image projected on the screen SCR by the projecting unit 100 using the pattern image stored in the pattern-image storing unit 40 and measures positions of sub-pixels forming each of pixels using data of this image as image information. The positions of the sub-pixels measured by the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 are used for calculation of shift amounts relative to given reference positions in the projected image on the screen SCR by the image processing unit 20.

The image processing unit 20 can include a shift-amount storing unit 22, an image-signal correcting unit 24, an input-image-signal storing unit 28, and an image-signal-correction control unit 30. Shift amounts (in a broader sense, correction parameters) of the positions of the sub-pixels measured by the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 are stored in the shift-amount storing unit 22 relatively to the given reference positions in the projected image (the display image) on the screen SCR.

In the first embodiment, the shift-amount storing unit 22 stores only shift amounts of display positions of one or plural sampling sub-pixels in the projected image on the screen SCR and the image-signal correcting unit 24 calculates shift amounts of all sub-pixels in the image with interpolation processing using the shift amounts. Therefore, the image-signal correcting unit 24 can include the shift-amount calculating unit 26. The shift-amount calculating unit 26 calculates shift amounts of all sub-pixels in the image with interpolation processing using the shift amounts stored in the shift-amount storing unit 22 for each of sub-pixels.

The sampling sub-pixels mean sampled one or plural sub-pixels among plural sub-pixels forming each of pixels in an image. As such sampling sub-pixels, sub-pixels in positions discontinuous to one another are desirable. Consequently, since shift amounts of the sub-pixels are calculated by the interpolation processing, it is possible to reduce a storage capacity for the shift amounts.

The input-image-signal storing unit 28 stores input image signals from the non-showed image-signal generating apparatus. The image-signal correcting unit 24 corrects, according to the shift amounts of the sub-pixels, the input image signals of the sub-pixels stored in the input-image-signal storing unit 28.

Shift amounts calculated for all sub-pixels in the projected image on the screen SCR in advance may be stored in the shift-amount storing unit 22. In this case, the image-signal correcting unit 24 only has to correct the input image signals using the shift amounts read out from the shift-amount storing unit 22 without calculating shift amounts for each of the sub-pixels with the interpolation processing.

Image signals from the image-signal correcting unit 24 are inputted to the projecting unit 100. The projecting unit 100 includes, for example, a CCD liquid crystal projector and projects an image on the screen SCR using light modulated on the basis of image signals of sub-pixels forming one pixel. The projecting unit 100 has a so-called zoom function and can project an image of a size corresponding to zoom magnification on the screen SCR. The zoom-state detecting unit 60 can detect zoom magnification of the projecting unit 100 as a zoom state.

In short, the projector 10 shown in FIG. 1 is an image display apparatus that displays an image on the basis of input image signals corresponding to sub-pixels forming one pixel. The projector 10 can include the shift-amount storing unit 22 that stores shift amounts of display positions of the sub-pixels relative to given reference positions in a display image, the image-signal correcting unit 24 that corrects the input image signals according to the shift amounts, and the projecting unit 100 as the image display unit that displays an image using light modulated on the basis of the image signals corrected by the image-signal correcting unit 24. Alternatively, an image display method of displaying an image on the basis of input image signals corresponding to sub-pixels forming one pixel can include storing shift amounts of display positions of the sub-pixels relative to given reference positions in a display image, correcting the input image signals according to the shift amounts, and displaying an image using light modulated on the basis of the image signals corrected in correcting the input image signals.

Moreover, the shift-amount storing unit 22 can store shift amounts of display positions of one or plural sampling sub-pixels in a display image. The image-signal correcting unit 24 can calculate shift amounts of display positions of the sub-
pixels using the shift amounts of the display positions of the sampling sub-pixels for each of sub-pixels configuring each pixel of the display image and correct input image signals of the sub pixels according to the shift amounts.

The image-signal-correction control unit 30 can control correction processing for the input image signals by the image-signal correcting unit 24 on the basis of a given correction control signal and vary the correction processing for the input image signals by the image-signal correcting unit 24 according to a correction control signal. In the first embodiment, a correction control signal corresponding to a detection result of the zone-state detecting unit 60 is inputted to the image-signal-correction control unit 30. The image-signal correcting unit 24 can vary a correction processing (method) for the input image signals by performing the correction processing for the input image signals or omitting the correction processing according to the correction control signal. For example, the image-signal correcting unit 24 omits the correction processing for the input image signals when a zone state is a maximum telephoto state (tele end) and performs the correction processing for the input image signals in other zone states. Alternatively, the image-signal correcting unit 24 omits the correction processing for the input image signals, for example, when a zone state is a minimum telephoto state (wide) and performs the correction processing for the input image signals in other zone states. Consequently, in some case, the input image signals can be more accurately corrected according to shift amounts of display positions of sub-pixels.

The zoom function of the projector is an extremely useful function in that a size of a projected image can be changed. However, when a zoom state is changed, a state of chromatic aberration of a projection lens is also changed and display positions of sub-pixels forming one pixel shift for each of the sub-pixels. Therefore, when the zoom state is changed, input image signals are corrected according to the shift amounts of the display positions of the sub-pixels forming one pixel. This makes it possible to prevent deterioration in an image quality due to shifts of the display positions of the sub-pixels forming one pixel caused according to the zoom state.

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a configuration example of the projecting unit 100 shown in FIG. 1. In FIG. 2, the projecting unit 100 according to the first embodiment includes a so-called 3CCD liquid crystal projector. However, a projecting unit of the image display unit according to this embodiment is not limited to a projecting unit including the 3CCD liquid crystal projector.

The projecting unit 100 includes a light source 110, an integrator lenses 112 and 114, a polarization conversion element 116, a superimposing lens 118, a dichroic mirror for R 120R, a dichroic mirror for G 120G, a reflection mirror 122, a field lens for R 124R, a field lens for G 124G, a liquid crystal panel for R 130R (a first light modulating unit), a liquid crystal panel for G 130G (a second light modulating unit), a liquid crystal panel for B 130B (a third light modulating unit), a relay optical system 140, a cross dichroic prism 160, and a projection lens 170. Liquid crystal panels used as the liquid crystal panel for R 130R, the liquid crystal panel for G 130G, and the liquid crystal panel for B 130E are transmissive liquid crystal display devices. The relay optical system 140 includes relay lenses 142, 144, and 146 and reflection mirrors 148 and 150.

The light source 110 includes, for example, an ultrahigh pressure mercury lamp and emits light including at least light of an R component, light of a G component, and light of a B component. The integrator lens 112 has plural small lenses for dividing the light from the light source 110 into plural partial lights. The integrator lens 114 has plural small lenses corresponding to the plural small lenses of the integrator lens 112. The superimposing lens 118 superimposes the partial lights emitted from the plural small lenses of the integrator lens 112.

The polarization converting element 116 has a polarizing beam splitter and a λ/2 plate. The polarization converting element 116 transmits a p polarized light, reflects an s polarized light, and converts the p polarized light into the s polarized light. The s polarized light from the polarization converting element 116 is irradiated on the superimposing lens 118.

The light superimposed by the superimposing lens 118 is made incident on the dichroic mirror for R 120R. The dichroic mirror for R 120R has a function of reflecting the light of the R components and transmitting the lights of the G component and the B component. The lights transmitted through the dichroic mirror for R 120R are irradiated on the dichroic mirror for G 120G. The light reflected by the dichroic mirror for R 120R is reflected by the reflection mirror 122 and guided to the field lens for R 124R.

The dichroic mirror for G 120G has a function of reflecting the light of the G component and transmitting the light of the B component. The light transmitted through the dichroic mirror for G 120G is made incident on the relay optical system 140. The light reflected by the dichroic mirror for G 120G is guided to the field lens for G 124G.

In order to reduce a difference between the optical path length of the light of the B component transmitted through the dichroic mirror for G 120G and the optical path length of the lights of the R component and the G component as much as possible, the relay optical system 140 corrects the difference between the optical path lengths using the relay lenses 142, 144, and 146. The light transmitted through the relay lens 142 is guided to the relay lens 144 by the reflection mirror 148. The light transmitted through the relay lens 144 is guided to the relay lens 146 by the reflection mirror 150. The light transmitted through the relay lens 146 is irradiated on the liquid crystal panel for B 130B.

The light irradiated on the field lens for R 124R is converted into parallel rays and made incident on the liquid crystal panel for R 130R. The liquid crystal panel for R 130R functions as a light modulating element (a light modulating unit) such that transmittance (passing rate or percentage modulation) changes on the basis of an image signal for R. Therefore, the light (light of a first color component) made incident on the liquid crystal panel for R 130R is modulated on the basis of the image signal for R. The light after the modulation is made incident on the cross dichroic prism 160.

The light irradiated on the field lens for G 124G is converted into parallel rays and made incident on the liquid crystal panel for G 130G. The liquid crystal panel for G 130G functions as a light modulating element (a light modulating unit) such that transmittance (passing rate or percentage modulation) changes on the basis of an image signal for G. Therefore, the light (light of a second color component) made incident on the liquid crystal panel for G 130G is modulated on the basis of the image signal for G. The light after the modulation is made incident on the cross dichroic prism 160.

The liquid crystal panel for B 130B on which the lights converted into parallel rays by the relay lenses 142, 144, and 146 are irradiated functions as a light modulating element (a light modulating unit) such that transmittance (passing rate or percentage modulation) changes on the basis of an image signal for B (an image signal of a sub-pixel of the first color component). Therefore, the light (light of a third color component) made incident on the liquid crystal panel for B 130B
is modulated on the basis of the image signal for B. The light after the modulation is made incident on the cross dichroic prism 160.

The liquid crystal panel for R 130R, the liquid crystal panel for G 130G, and the liquid crystal panel for B 130B have the same configuration. Each of the liquid crystal panels is obtained by enclosing and filling liquid crystal as an electro-optic substance between a pair of transparent glass substrates. The liquid crystal panel modulates the passing rate of each of color lights according to an image signal of each of the sub-pixels using, for example, a polysilicon thin-film transistor as a switching element.

The cross dichroic prism 160 has a function of outputting, as emission light, combined light obtained by combining the incident lights from the liquid crystal panel for R 130R, the liquid crystal panel for G 130G, and the liquid crystal panel for B 130B. The projection lens 170 is a lens for expanding and focusing an output image on the screen SCR and has a function of expanding or reducing an image according to zoom magnification.

In the projector 10 according to the first embodiment having the configuration described above, first, processing for acquiring shift amounts of sub-pixels is performed. This acquisition processing is performed in, for example, an inspection process during manufacturing of the projector 10.

In this way, the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 is provided, sub-pixels projected by the projector 10 are imaged, and shift amounts of display positions of the sub-pixels are calculated. This makes it possible to prevent deterioration in an image quality even if there is an individual difference of a projector in shifts of display positions of sub-pixels.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an example of processing for acquiring shift amounts of sub-pixels according to the first embodiment. First, in the projector 10, image information corresponding to the pattern image stored in the pattern-image storing unit 40 is read out. The projecting unit 100 projects the pattern image on the screen SCR (step S10). After the pattern image is projected, the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 photographs the projected image on the screen SCR (step S12). The sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 can photograph the projected image with the number of imaging pixels larger than the number of pixels of the projected image on the screen SCR. In other words, the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 photographs, with the number of imaging pixels larger than one pixel, a display pixel for one pixel of the projected image on the screen SCR and captures the display pixel.

Subsequently, the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 determines display positions of sub-pixels (step S14). The sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 or the image processing unit 20 calculates shift amounts of sampling sub-pixels determined in step S14 relatively to given reference positions in the projected image, stores the shift amounts in the shift-amount storing unit 22 (step S18), and finishes a series of processing (end).

An example of the pattern image according to the first embodiment is shown in FIG. 4. In step S10 shown in FIG. 3, for example, the pattern image shown in FIG. 4 is projected on the screen SCR.

In the example shown in FIG. 4, shifts of a display position occur for each of sub-pixels when the pattern image according to the first embodiment is projected on the screen SCR. Originally, an optical system of the projector 10 is adjusted such that display positions of sub-pixels forming one pixel coincide with one another. However, it is difficult to cause the display positions of the sub-pixels forming one pixel to completely coincide with one another because of aberration and the like of the optical system.

This pattern image has nine sampling sub-pixels in a boundary portion of a projection area PA on the screen SCR. The sampling sub-pixels include four pixels near four corners of the rectangular projection area PA, four pixels, each located in the middle between two of the sampling pixels near the four corners, and one pixel located near the center of the projection area PA. Each of the sampling sub-pixels has a sampling sub-pixel of an R component, a sampling sub-pixel of a G component, and a sampling sub-pixel of a B component. A display pixel of each of the sub-pixels is schematically shown in a rectangular shape. However, actually, a shape of the display pixel is not rectangular because of distortion and the like of a lens.

FIG. 5 is a diagram for explaining processing for imaging the pattern image according to the first embodiment. In FIG. 5, components same as those shown in FIG. 4 are denoted by the same reference signs and explanation of the components is omitted as appropriate.

In step S12 shown in FIG. 3, all the sub-pixels forming one pixel are projected at a time and the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 images the projected image on the screen SCR via the color filter FR of the R component. This makes it possible to capture only display pixels of the sub-pixels of the R component. Similarly, the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 images the projected image on the screen SCR via the color filter FG of the G component and, then, images the projected image on the screen SCR via the color filter FB of the B component. This makes it possible to capture display pixels of the sub-pixels of the G component and display pixels of the sub-pixels of the B component in order.

A method of capturing the display images of the sub-pixels is not limited to the method explained with reference to FIG. 5. For example, the display of sub-pixels and the imaging of display pixels of the sub-pixels without the intervention of a color filter may be repeated for each of the color components.

FIGS. 6A and 6B are diagrams for explaining processing for determining positions of sub-pixels of the G component and processing for calculating shift amounts of the sub-pixels. In FIGS. 6A and 6B, components same as those shown in FIG. 4 are denoted by the same reference signs and explanation of the components is omitted as appropriate.

FIG. 7 is a diagram for explaining shift amounts according to the first embodiment. In FIG. 7, components same as those shown in FIGS. 4 and 6B are denoted by the same reference signs and explanation of the components is omitted as appropriate.

In step S12 shown in FIG. 3, the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 or the image processing unit 20 acquires imaging data of display pixels DG1 to DG9 of sub-pixels of the G component shown in FIG. 6A according to the imaging by the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50. Thereafter, in step S14 shown in FIG. 3, the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 or the image processing unit 20 determines a sub-pixel position of the G component out of an area of each of the display pixels DG1 to DG9 of the sub-pixels of the G component. More specifically, the area of each of the display pixels has plural imaging pixels and one imaging pixel is determined as a sub-pixel position of the G component from the area.

As this determination processing, it is possible to determine a pixel having a maximum pixel value as a sub-pixel position. For example, it is possible to calculate a luminance histogram of the area of each of the display pixels and specify a pixel having maximum luminance as a pixel having a largest pixel value. Alternatively, it is possible to calculate a lum-
nance histogram of the area of each of the display pixels and determine a center-of-gravity position of pixels having luminance equal to or larger than a predetermined threshold as a sub-pixel position. As a result, as shown in FIG. 6B, sub-pixel positions PG1 to PG9 corresponding to the display pixels DG1 to DG9 of the sub-pixels shown in FIG. 6A are determined.

In FIG. 6B, it is assumed that reference positions REF1 to REF4 are determined in advance at four corners of the projection area PA on the screen SCR. Further, a reference position REF 5 is determined in an intermediate position between the reference positions REF1 and REF2, a reference position REF 6 is determined in an intermediate position between the reference positions REF1 and REF3, a reference position REF 7 is determined in an intermediate position between the reference positions REF2 and REF4, and a reference position REF9 is determined in a center position of the projection area PA.

Similarly, concerning the R component and the B component, sub-pixel positions corresponding to display pixels DR1 to DR9 and DB1 to DB9 of sub-pixels are determined. As a result, sub-pixel positions of sampling pixels of the R component, the G component, and the B component are determined as shown in FIG. 7.

In step S16 shown in FIG. 3, the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 or the image processing unit 20 calculates, for example, as shown in FIG. 7, shift amounts (a shift amount in the horizontal direction of the projected image and a shift amount in the vertical direction of the projected image) of a sub-pixel position PR1 of the R component, shift amounts of a sub-pixel position PG1 of the G component, and shift amounts of a sub-pixel position PB1 of the B component relative to the reference position REF1. Shift amounts of a sub-pixel position PR2 of the R component, shift amounts of a sub-pixel position PG2 of the G component, and shift amounts of a sub-pixel position PB2 of the B component relative to the reference position REF2, shift amounts of a sub-pixel position PR3 of the R component, shift amounts of a sub-pixel position PG3 of the G component, and shift amounts of a sub-pixel position PB3 of the B component relative to the reference position REF3, and the like. The sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 or the image processing unit 20 stores the shift amounts in the shift amount storing unit 22.

It is desirable to calculate the shift amounts of the display positions of the sub-pixels with pixels described below as a unit. FIG. 8 is a diagram for explaining a unit of the shift amounts of the display positions of the sub-pixels according to the first embodiment. In FIG. 8, components same as those shown in FIG. 4 are denoted by the same reference signs and explanation of the components is omitted as appropriate.

In the projection unit 100 of the projector 10, a size of a projection area of a projected image corresponding to zoom magnification is uniformly decided. Therefore, when the length in the horizontal direction of the projection area PA is represented as D and the number of pixels in the horizontal direction is represented as Y, by calculating a shift amount with D/Y as one unit, it is possible to specify how many pixels a numerical value of the shift amount is equivalent to.

The shift amounts in the horizontal direction of the display positions of the sub-pixels are explained with reference to FIG. 8. However, shift amounts in the vertical direction of the display positions of the sub-pixels are the same.

The image processing unit 20 of the projector 10 corrects the input image using the shift amounts acquired as described above and causes the projecting unit 100 to display an image.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a hardware configuration example of the image processing unit 20 according to the first embodiment.

The image processing unit 20 includes a central processing unit (CPU) 80, a read only memory (ROM) 82, a random access memory (RAM) 84, and an interface (I/F) circuit 86. The CPU 80, the ROM 82, the RAM 84, and the I/F circuit 86 are connected via a bus 90.

A program is stored in the ROM 82. The CPU 80 that reads the program via the bus 90 can execute processing corresponding to the program. The RAM 84 serves as a working memory for the CPU 80 to execute the processing. A program read by the CPU 80 is temporarily stored in the RAM 84. The I/F circuit 86 performs interface processing for input image signals from the outside.

The functions of the image-signal correcting unit 24 and the image-signal-correction control unit 30 shown in FIG. 1 are realized by the CPU 80 that reads the program stored in the ROM 82 or the RAM 84 via the bus 90 and executes the program. The function of the shift-amount storing unit 22 shown in FIG. 1 is realized by the ROM 82 or the RAM 84. The function of the input-image-signal storing unit 28 shown in FIG. 1 is realized by the I/F circuit 86 or the RAM 84.

A flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to shift amounts according to the first embodiment is shown in FIG. 10.

For example, a program for realizing the processing shown in FIG. 10 is stored in the ROM 82 in advance. The CPU 80 reads out the program stored in the ROM 82 and executes processing corresponding to the program. Consequently, the processing shown in FIG. 10 can be realized by software processing.

Before the image-signal correcting unit 24 corrects input image signals, the image-signal correcting unit 24 performs processing for calculating shift amounts of display positions of all sub-pixels in the projection area PA. Therefore, first, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates shift amounts of all sub-pixels of the R component (step S30). More specifically, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates, with interpolation processing, shift amounts of all sub-pixels in a projected image using shift amounts of sampling sub-pixels stored in the shift-amount storing unit 22. As this interpolation processing, there are a bi-linear method, a nearest neighbor method, a bi-cubic method, and the like.

Similarly, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates shift amounts of all sub-pixels of the G component and the B component (steps S32 and S34). In steps S32 and S34, as in step S30, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates, with interpolation processing, shift amounts of all sub-pixels in the projected image using the shift amounts of the sampling sub-pixels stored in the shift-amount storing unit 22. As this interpolation processing, there are the bi-linear method, the nearest neighbor method, the bi-cubic method, and the like.

The image-signal correcting unit 24 discriminates presence or absence of input image signals (step S36). More specifically, the image-signal correcting unit 24 discriminates presence or absence of input image signals as correction objects by discriminating whether input image signals are stored in the input-image-signal storing unit 28. When it is discriminated in step S36 that input image signals are not
present (step S36: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 waits for input of input image signals.

When it is discriminated in step S36 that input image signals are present (step S36: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 judges whether correction processing should be applied to the input image signals on the basis of a correction control signal from the zoom-state detecting unit 60 (step S38). For example, when a zoom state of the projecting unit 100 is not a maximum telephoto state (step S38: Y) according to a detection result of the zoom-state detecting unit 60, the image-signal correcting unit 24 judges that correction processing for the input image signals is performed. When the zoom state is the maximum telephoto state (step S38: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 omits the correction processing for the input image signals.

When it is judged in step S38 that the correction processing is applied to the input image signals (step S38: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the R component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S30 (step S40). Subsequently, the image-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the G component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S32 (step S42). The input-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the B component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S34 (step S44).

FIG. 11 is a diagram for explaining the correction processing for input image signals according to the first embodiment. In FIG. 11, the correction processing for input image signals of the sub-pixels of the R component is shown. However, the correction processing for input image signals of the sub-pixels of the G component and the B component is the same.

For example, an input image signal Rx corresponding to a display pixel PR of a sub-pixel shifted by a shift amount for a pixels in the horizontal direction and shifted by a shift amount for β pixels in the vertical direction with respect to an original display pixel Rin00 of a sub-pixel of the R component can be performed by performing interpolation processing using input image signals of the display pixels Rin00, Rin10, Rin01, and Rin11 of four sub-pixels around the display pixel PR. In the following explanation, it is assumed that α and β are positive integers equal to or smaller than 1.

\[
R = \left(1 - \alpha\right)X + \alpha(X + \beta)\]

In the explanation with reference to FIG. 11, shift amounts are calculated by the bi-linear method. However, the input image signals may be corrected by the nearest neighbor method and the bi-cubic method.

Referring back to FIG. 10, until the correction processing for all the sub-pixels in the projected image is finished (step S46: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 returns to step S40 and applies the correction processing to the respective sub-pixels in the image. On the other hand, when the correction processing is finished for all the sub-pixels in the projected image (step S46: Y), when it is judged in step S38 that the correction processing is not applied to the input image signals (step S38: N), or when the correction processing corresponding to the shift amounts is not finished (step S48: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 returns to step S36 and continues the processing. When the correction processing corresponding to the shift amounts is finished (step S48: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 finishes the series of processing (end).

FIG. 12 is a diagram for explaining an example of correction processing for input image signals of sub-pixels of the R component according to the first embodiment. An area at the upper left corner of the projected image shown in FIG. 7 is schematically shown in FIG. 12.

In FIG. 12, input image signals of sub-pixels forming each of the pixels and display pixels projected on the basis of the input image signals are schematically shown. Input image signals (pixel values) of the sub-pixels of the R component are represented as Rin00, Rin10, Rin20, Rin30, Rin01, Rin11, Rin21, Rin31, Rin02, Rin12, Rin22, and Rin32. The sub-pixels of the G component after the correction processing are represented as Rout00, Rout10, Rout20, Rout01, Rout11, and Rout21.

Shift amounts of the respective sub-pixels may be different for each of the sub-pixels. However, in FIG. 12, it is assumed that shift amounts of the sub-pixels of the R component Rout00, Rout10, Rout20, Rout01, Rout11, and Rout21 are identical and the sub-pixels shift by 0.5 pixel in the horizontal direction and 0.5 pixel in the vertical direction from one another.

In this case, input image signals (pixel values) Rout00 and Rout10 of the sub-pixels of the R component are calculated as indicated by the following formula according to, for example, the bi-linear method:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Rout00} &= \text{Rin00} \\
\text{Rout10} &= \text{Rin10}
\end{align*}
\]

Other image signals (e.g., Rout20 and Rout01) of the sub-pixels of the R component shown in FIG. 12 are calculated in the same manner.

The processing described above is performed in step S40 shown in FIG. 10.

FIG. 13 is a diagram for explaining an example of correction processing for input image signals of sub-pixels of the G component according to the first embodiment. An area at the upper left corner of the projected image shown in FIG. 7 is schematically shown in FIG. 13. In FIG. 13, components same as those shown in FIG. 12 are denoted by the same reference signs and explanation of the components is omitted as appropriate.

In FIG. 13, input image signals of sub-pixels forming each of the pixels and display pixels projected on the basis of the input image signals are schematically shown. Input image signals (pixel values) of the sub-pixels of the G component are represented as Gin00, Gin10, Gin20, Gin30, Gin01, Gin11, Gin21, Gin31, Gin02, Gin12, Gin22, Gin32. The sub-pixels of the G component after the correction processing are represented as Gout00, Gout10, Gout20, Gout01, Gout11, and Gout21.

Shift amounts of the respective sub-pixels may be different for each of the sub-pixels. However, in FIG. 13, it is assumed that shift amounts of the sub-pixels of the G component Gout00, Gout10, Gout20, Gout01, Gout11, and Gout21 are identical and the sub-pixels shift by 0.8 pixel in the horizontal direction and 0.8 pixel in the vertical direction from one another.

In this case, input image signals (pixel values) Gout00 and Gout10 of the sub-pixels of the G component are calculated as indicated by the following formula according to, for example, the bi-linear method:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Gout00} &= \text{Gin00} \\
\text{Gout10} &= \text{Gin10}
\end{align*}
\]
Other image signals (e.g., Gout\textsubscript{20} and Gout\textsubscript{01}) of the sub-pixels of the G component shown in FIG. 13 are calculated in the same manner.

The processing described above is performed in step S42 shown in FIG. 10.

FIG. 14 is a diagram for explaining an example of correction processing for input image signals of sub-pixels of the B component according to the first embodiment. An area at the upper left corner of the projected image shown in FIG. 7 is schematically shown in FIG. 14. In FIG. 14, components same as those shown in FIG. 12 are denoted by the same reference signs and explanation of the components is omitted as appropriate.

In FIG. 14, input image signals of sub-pixels forming each of pixels and display pixels projected on the basis of the input image signals are schematically shown. Input image signals (pixel values) of the sub-pixels of the B component are represented as Bin\textsubscript{00}, Bin\textsubscript{10}, Bin\textsubscript{20}, Bin\textsubscript{30}, Bin\textsubscript{01}, Bin\textsubscript{11}, Bin\textsubscript{21}, Bin\textsubscript{31}, Bin\textsubscript{02}, Bin\textsubscript{12}, Bin\textsubscript{22}, and Bin\textsubscript{32}. The sub-pixels of the B component after the correction processing are represented as Bout\textsubscript{00}, Bout\textsubscript{10}, Bout\textsubscript{20}, Bout\textsubscript{01}, Bout\textsubscript{11}, and Bout\textsubscript{21}.

Shift amounts of the respective sub-pixels may be different for each of the sub-pixels. However, in FIG. 14, it is assumed that shift amounts of the sub-pixels of the B component Bout\textsubscript{00}, Bout\textsubscript{10}, Bout\textsubscript{20}, Bout\textsubscript{01}, Bout\textsubscript{11}, and Bout\textsubscript{21} are identical and the sub-pixels shift by 0.2 pixel in the horizontal direction and 0.4 pixel in the vertical direction from one another.

In this case, image signals (pixel values) Bout\textsubscript{00} and Bout\textsubscript{10} of the sub-pixels of the B component are calculated as indicated by the following formula according to, for example, the bi-linear method:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Bout}_{00} &= \text{Bin}_{00}(0.8e_{0.6} + \text{Bin}_{01}(0.2e_{0.6} + \text{Bin}_{10}(0.8e_{0.4})) \\
\text{Bout}_{10} &= \text{Bin}_{10}(0.8e_{0.6} + \text{Bin}_{11}(0.2e_{0.6} + \text{Bin}_{20}(0.8e_{0.4}))
\end{align*}
\]

Other image signals (e.g., Bout\textsubscript{20} and Bout\textsubscript{01}) of the sub-pixels of the B component shown in FIG. 14 are calculated in the same manner.

The processing described above is performed in step S44 shown in FIG. 10.

As explained above, in the first embodiment, shift amounts of display positions of sub-pixels forming one pixel are stored, shift amounts of all sub-pixels in an image are calculated, and input image signals of the sub-pixels are corrected according to the shift amounts. Therefore, it is possible to prevent deterioration in image quality due to shifts of the display positions of the sub-pixels forming one pixel.

In the explanation of the first embodiment, it is assumed that the sampling sub-pixels are present in nine places. However, the invention is not limited to the sampling sub-pixels present in nine places.

First Modification of the First Embodiment

In the explanation of the first embodiment, it is assumed that the shift-amount storing unit 22 stores only one set of shift amounts of the sampling sub-pixels for nine places. However, the invention is not limited to this. It is also possible that a shift-amount storing unit stores plural sets of shift amount groups and correction processing is applied to input image signals by using shift amounts selected out of the shift amount groups.

FIG. 15 is a diagram of an overview of a configuration of a shift-amount storing unit according to a first modification of the first embodiment.

A shift-amount storing unit 220 according to the first modification of the first embodiment is included in the projector 10 instead of the shift-amount storing unit 22 shown in FIG. 1. The shift-amount storing unit 220 includes first to Nth (N is an integer equal to or larger than 2) shift amount groups 222, to 222\textsubscript{N}. Each of the shift amount groups includes shift amounts of sampling sub-pixels of the R component, the G component, and the B component for nine places in a projected image.

A configuration of a projector according to the first modification of the first embodiment is the same as the configuration of the projector 10 according to the first embodiment shown in FIG. 1. Therefore, detailed explanation of the configuration is omitted.

A given selection signal is inputted to the shift-amount storing unit 220. The shift-amount storing unit 220 outputs one shift amount group selected according to the selection signal. This shift amount group is supplied to the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) shown in FIG. 1. A selection signal may be generated on the basis of, for example, a correction control signal from the zoom-state detecting unit 60. According to a selection signal corresponding to zoom magnification of the projecting unit 100 detected by the zoom-state detecting unit 60, the shift-amount storing unit 220 can output a shift amount group corresponding to the zoom magnification of the projecting unit 100 out of the first to Nth shift amount groups 222, to 222\textsubscript{N}.

Each of the first to Nth shift amount groups 222, to 222\textsubscript{N} is obtained by imaging the projected image of the pattern image as shown in FIG. 3 while changing an operating environment of the projector. When each of the shift amount groups is acquired, a pattern image may be changed for the shift amount group. In other words, it is also possible that a pattern image corresponding to shift amount groups is projected and each of the shift amount groups is obtained by imaging a projected image of the pattern image and calculating shift amounts.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to shift amounts according to the first modification of the first embodiment.

For example, a program for realizing processing shown in FIG. 16 is stored in the ROM 82 in advance. The CPU 80 reads out the program stored in the ROM 82 and executes the processing corresponding to the program, whereby the processing shown in FIG. 16 can be realized by software processing.

First, the shift-amount storing unit 220 outputs one shift amount group corresponding to a given selection signal (step S20). The image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates shift amounts of all sub-pixels of the R component, the G component, and the B component using the shift amount group selected in step S20.

The image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates shift amounts of all sub-pixels of the R component (step S30). More specifically, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates, with interpolation processing, shift amounts of all sub-pixels in a projected image using shift amounts of sampling sub-pixels stored in the shift-amount storing unit 22. As this interpolation processing, there are the bi-linear method, the nearest neighbor method, the bi-cubic method, and the like.

Similarly, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates shift amounts of all
sub-pixels of the G component and the B component (steps S32 and S34). In steps S32 and S34, as in step S30, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates, with interpolation processing, shift amounts of all sub-pixels in the projected image using the shift amounts of the sampling sub-pixels stored in the shift-amount storing unit 22. As this interpolation processing, there are the bi-linear method, the nearest neighbor method, the bi-cubic method, and the like.

The image-signal correcting unit 24 discriminates presence or absence of input image signals (step S36). More specifically, the image-signal correcting unit 24 discriminates presence or absence of input image signals as correction objects by discriminating whether input image signals are stored in the input-image-signal storing unit 28. When it is discriminated in step S36 that input image signals are not present (step S36: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 waits for input of input image signals.

When it is discriminated in step S36 that input image signals are present (step S36: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 judges whether correction processing should be applied to the input image signals on the basis of a correction control signal from the zoom-state detecting unit 60 (step S38). For example, when a zoom state of the projecting unit 100 is not a maximum telephoto state (step S38: Y) according to a detection result of the zoom-state detecting unit 60, the image-signal correcting unit 24 judges that correction processing for the input image signals is performed. When the zoom state is the maximum telephoto state (step S38: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 omits the correction processing for the input image signals.

When it is judged in step S38 that the correction processing is applied to the input image signals (step S38: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the R component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S30 (step S40). Subsequently, the image-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the G component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S32 (step S42). The input-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the B component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S34 (step S44).

Thereafter, until the correction processing for all the sub-pixels in the projected image is finished (step S46: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 returns to step S40 and applies the correction processing to the respective sub-pixels in the image. On the other hand, when the correction processing is finished for all the sub-pixels in the projected image (step S46: Y), when it is judged in step S38 that the correction processing is not applied to the input image signals (step S38: N), or when the correction processing corresponding to the shift amounts is not finished (step S48: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 returns to step S36 and continues the processing. When the correction processing corresponding to the shift amounts is finished (step S48: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 finishes the series of processing (end).

As explained above, in the first modification of the first embodiment, the shift-amount storing unit 220 can store plural sets of shift amount groups of display positions of sub-pixels. The image-signal correcting unit 24 can correct input image signals using a set of shift amount groups of display positions of sub-pixels corresponding to a correction control signal among the plural sets of shift amount groups of the display positions of the sub-pixels stored in the shift-amount storing unit 220.

Second Modification of the First Embodiment

In the first modification of the first embodiment, when one shift amount group is selected from the shift-amount storing unit 220, shift amounts are not changed in the correction processing for the image signals of the sub-pixels in the image. However, the invention is not limited to this.

A configuration of a projector according to a second modification of the first embodiment is the same as the configuration of the projector according to the first modification of the first embodiment. Therefore, detailed explanation of the configuration is omitted.

FIG. 17 is a flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to shift amounts according to the second modification of the first embodiment.

For example, a program for realizing processing shown in FIG. 17 is stored in the ROM 82 in advance. The CPU 80 reads out the program stored in the ROM 82 and executes the processing corresponding to the program, whereby the processing shown in FIG. 17 can be realized by software processing.

First, the shift-amount storing unit 220 outputs one shift amount group corresponding to a given selection signal (step S20). The image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates shift amounts of all sub-pixels of the R component, the G component, and the B component using the shift amount group selected in step S20.

The image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates shift amounts of all sub-pixels of the R component (step S30). More specifically, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates, with interpolation processing, shift amounts of all sub-pixels in a projected image using shift amounts of sampling sub-pixels stored in the shift-amount storing unit 22. As this interpolation processing, there are the bi-linear method, the nearest neighbor method, the bi-cubic method, and the like.

Similarly, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates shift amounts of all sub-pixels of the G component and the B component (steps S32 and S34). In steps S32 and S34, as in step S30, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates, with interpolation processing, shift amounts of all sub-pixels in the projected image using the shift amounts of the sampling sub-pixels stored in the shift-amount storing unit 22. As this interpolation processing, there are the bi-linear method, the nearest neighbor method, the bi-cubic method, and the like.

The image-signal correcting unit 24 discriminates presence or absence of input image signals (step S36). More specifically, the image-signal correcting unit 24 discriminates presence or absence of input image signals as correction objects by discriminating whether input image signals are stored in the input-image-signal storing unit 28. When it is discriminated in step S36 that input image signals are not present (step S36: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 waits for input of input image signals.

When it is discriminated in step S36 that input image signals are present (step S36: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 judges whether correction processing should be applied to the input image signals on the basis of a correction control signal from the zoom-state detecting unit 60 (step S38). For example, when a zoom state of the projecting unit 100 is not a maximum telephoto state (step S38: Y) according to a detection result of the zoom-state detecting unit 60, the image-signal correcting unit 24 judges that correction processing for the input image signals is performed. When the zoom state is the maximum telephoto state (step S38: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 omits the correction processing for the input image signals.

When it is judged in step S38 that the correction processing is applied to the input image signals (step S38: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the R component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S30 (step S40). Subsequently, the image-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the G component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S32 (step S42). The input-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the B component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S34 (step S44).

Thereafter, until the correction processing for all the sub-pixels in the projected image is finished (step S46: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 returns to step S40 and applies the correction processing to the respective sub-pixels in the image. On the other hand, when the correction processing is finished for all the sub-pixels in the projected image (step S46: Y), when it is judged in step S38 that the correction processing is not applied to the input image signals (step S38: N), or when the correction processing corresponding to the shift amounts is not finished (step S48: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 returns to step S36 and continues the processing. When the correction processing corresponding to the shift amounts is finished (step S48: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 finishes the series of processing (end).
zoom state is the maximum telephoto state (step S38: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 omits the correction processing for the input image signals.

When it is judged in step S38 that the correction processing is applied to the input image signals (step S38: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the R component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S30 (step S40). Subsequently, the image-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the G component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S32 (step S42). The input-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the B component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S34 (step S44).

Thereafter, when it is judged that it is necessary to change the shift amounts of the sub-pixels (step S45: Y) because of a change in an operating environment of the projector 10 such as a change in a zoom state of the projecting unit 100, the image processing unit 20 returns to step S20 selects, on the basis of a selection signal, another shift amount group out of the first to fifth shift amount groups stored in the shift amount storing unit 220 and calculates shift amounts of all the sub-pixels again.

When it is judged in step S45 that it is unnecessary to change the shift amounts of the sub-pixels (step S45: N) until the correction processing for all the sub-pixels in the projected image is finished (step S46: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 returns to step S40 and applies the correction processing to the respective sub-pixels in the image. On the other hand, when the correction processing is finished for all the sub-pixels in the projected image (step S46: Y), when it is judged in step S38 that the correction processing is not applied to the input image signals (step S38: N), or when the correction processing corresponding to the shift amount is not finished (step S48: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 returns to step S38 and continues the processing. When the correction processing corresponding to the shift amount is finished (step S48: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 finishes the series of processing (end).

A configuration of a projector according to a second modification of the first embodiment is the same as the configuration of the projector according to the first modification of the first embodiment. Therefore, detailed explanation of the configuration is omitted.

Second Embodiment

In the first embodiment and the modifications thereof, the shift amounts relative to the reference position in the image are used for each of sub-pixels forming one pixel. However, the invention is not limited to this. In a second embodiment of the invention, a display position of one sub-pixel among plural sub-pixels forming one pixel is set as a reference position and a shift amount of another sub-pixel is calculated.

FIG. 18 is a diagram for explaining shift amounts according to the second embodiment. In FIG. 18, components same as those shown in FIG. 7 are denoted by the same reference numerals and explanation of the components is omitted.

In the second embodiment, the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 or the image processing unit 20 acquires imaging data of the display pixels DG1 to DG9 of the sub-pixels of the G component shown in FIG. 6A according to the imaging by the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50. Thereafter, the sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 or the image processing unit 20 determines a sub-pixel position of the G component out of an area of each of the display pixels DG1 to DG9 of the sub-pixels of the G component. More specifically, the area of each of the display pixels has plural imaging pixels and one imaging pixel is determined as a sub-pixel position of the G component from the area.

As this determination processing, it is possible to determine a pixel having a maximum pixel value as a sub-pixel position. For example, it is possible to calculate a luminance histogram of the area of each of the display pixels and specify a pixel having maximum luminance as a pixel having a largest pixel value. Alternatively, it is possible to calculate a luminance histogram of the area of each of the display pixels and determine a center-of-gravity position of pixels having luminance equal to or larger than a predetermined threshold as a sub-pixel position. As a result, as shown in FIG. 18, sub-pixel positions PG1 to PG9 corresponding to the display pixels DG1 to DG9 of the sub-pixels shown in FIG. 6A are determined.

Similarly, concerning the R component and the B component, sub-pixel positions corresponding to display pixels DR1 to DR9 and DB1 to DB9 of sub-pixels are determined. As a result, sub-pixel positions of sampling pixels of the R component, the G component, and the B component are determined as shown in FIG. 18.

The sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 or the image processing unit 20 decides the display position of a sub-pixel of the G component (the sub-pixel position) PG1 among sub-pixels of the R component, the G component, and the B component forming one pixel as a reference position. The sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 or the image processing unit 20 calculates shift amounts (a shift amount in the horizontal direction of the projected image and a shift amount in the vertical direction of the projected image) of the sub-pixel position PR1 of the R component and shift amounts of the sub-pixel position PB1 of the B component relative to the reference position, shift amounts (a shift amount in the horizontal direction of the projected image and a shift amount in the vertical direction of the projected image) of the sub-pixel position PR2 of the R component and shift amounts of the sub-pixel position PB2 of the B component relative to the display position of the sub-pixel of the G component (the sub-pixel position) PG2, shift amounts (a shift amount in the horizontal direction of the projected image and a shift amount in the vertical direction of the projected image) of the sub-pixel position PR3 of the R component and shift amounts of the sub-pixel position PB3 of the B component relative to the display position of the sub-pixel of the G component (the sub-pixel position) PG3, and the like. The sub-pixel-position measuring unit 50 or the image processing unit 20 stores the shift amounts in the shift-amount storing unit 22.

In short, in the second embodiment, when one pixel is formed by sub-pixels of plural color components, a reference position is a display position of a sub-pixel of one color component among the sub-pixels of the plural color components.

It is desirable to calculate the shift amounts of the display positions of the sub-pixels with pixels as a unit in the same manner as the first embodiment.

The image processing unit 20 of the projector 10 can correct an input image using the shift amounts acquired as described above and cause the projecting unit 100 to display an image.

A configuration of the projector according to the second embodiment is the same as the configuration of the projector according to the first embodiment. Therefore, detailed explanation of the configuration is omitted.
FIG. 19 is a flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to the shift amounts according to the second embodiment. In FIG. 19, steps same as those shown in FIG. 10 are denoted by the same reference signs and explanation of the steps is omitted as appropriate.

For example, a program for realizing the processing shown in FIG. 19 is stored in the ROM 82 in advance. The CPU 80 reads out the program stored in the ROM 82 and executes processing corresponding to the program. Consequently, the processing shown in FIG. 19 can be realized by software processing.

Before the image-signal correcting unit 24 corrects an input image signal, the image-signal correcting unit 24 performs processes for calculating shift amounts of display positions of all sub-pixels in the projection area PA. Therefore, first, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates shift amounts of all sub-pixels of the R component (step S30). More specifically, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates, with interpolation processing, shift amounts of all sub-pixels in a projected image using shift amounts of sampling sub-pixels stored in the shift-amount storing unit 22. As this interpolation processing, there are a bi-linear method, a nearest neighbor method, a bi-cubic method, and the like.

Similarly, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates shift amounts of all sub-pixels of the B component (step S34). In step S34, as in step S30, the image-signal correcting unit 24 (the shift-amount calculating unit 26) calculates, with interpolation processing, shift amounts of all sub-pixels in the projected image using the shift amounts of the sampling sub-pixels stored in the shift-amount storing unit 22. As this interpolation processing, there are the bi-linear method, the nearest neighbor method, the bi-cubic method, and the like.

The image-signal correcting unit 24 discriminates presence or absence of input image signals (step S36). More specifically, the image-signal correcting unit 24 discriminates presence or absence of input image signals as correction objects by discriminating whether input image signals are stored in the input-image-signal storing unit 28. When it is discriminated in step S36 that input image signals are not present (step S36: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 waits for input of input image signals.

When it is discriminated in step S36 that input image signals are present (step S36: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 judges whether correction processing should be applied to the input image signals on the basis of a correction control signal from the zoom-state detecting unit 60 (step S38). For example, when a zoom state of the projecting unit 100 is not a maximum telephoto state (step S38: Y) according to a detection result of the zoom-state detecting unit 60, the image-signal correcting unit 24 judges that correction processing for the input image signals is performed. When the zoom state is the maximum telephoto state (step S38: N), the image-signal correcting unit 24 omits the correction processing for the input image signals.

When it is judged in step S38 that the correction processing is applied to the input image signals (step S38: Y), the image-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the R component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S30 (step S40). Subsequently, the image-signal correcting unit 24 applies the correction processing to input image signals of the B component among the input image signals using the shift amounts calculated in step S32 (step S44).

FIG. 20 is a diagram for explaining an example of correction processing for input image signals of sub-pixels of the R component according to the second embodiment. An area at the upper left corner of the projected image shown in FIG. 18 is schematically shown in FIG. 20.

In FIG. 20, input image signals of sub-pixels forming each of pixels and display pixels projected on the basis of the input image signals are schematically shown. Input image signals (pixel values) of the sub-pixels of the R component are represented as Rout00, Rout10, Rout20, Rout01, Rout11, Rout21, Rout31, Rout02, Rout12, Rout22, and Rout32. The sub-pixels of the R component after the correction processing are represented as Rout00, Rout10, Rout20, Rout01, Rout11, and Rout21.

Shift amounts of the respective sub-pixels may be different for each of the sub-pixels. However, in FIG. 20, it is assumed that shift amounts of the sub-pixels of the R component Rout00, Rout10, Rout20, Rout0, Rout11, and Rout21 are identical and the sub-pixels shift by 0 pixel in the horizontal direction and 0.8 pixel in the vertical direction from one another.

In this case, image signals (pixel values) Rout00 and Rout10 of the sub-pixels of the R component are calculated as indicated by the following formula according to, for example, the bi-linear method:

\[ \text{Rout00} = \text{Rin00} \times 0.2 + \text{Rin10} \times 0.8 \]

\[ \text{Rout10} = \text{Rin01} \times 0.2 + \text{Rin11} \times 0.8 \]

Other image signals (e.g., Rout20 and Rout01) of the sub-pixels of the R component shown in FIG. 20 are calculated in the same manner. The processing described above is performed in step S40 shown in FIG. 19.

FIG. 21 is a diagram for explaining an example of correction processing for input image signals of sub-pixels of the B component according to the second embodiment. In FIG. 21, components same as those shown in FIG. 18 are denoted by the same reference signs and explanation of the components is omitted as appropriate.

In FIG. 21, input image signals of sub-pixels forming each of pixels and display pixels projected on the basis of the input image signals are schematically shown. Input image signals (pixel values) of the sub-pixels of the B component are represented as Bin00, Bin10, Bin20, Bin01, Bin11, Bin21, Bin02, Bin12, Bin22, and Bin32. The sub-pixels of the B component after the correction processing are represented as Bout00, Bout10, Bout20, Bout01, Bout11, and Bout21.

Shift amounts of the respective sub-pixels may be different for each of the sub-pixels. However, in FIG. 21, it is assumed that shift amounts of the sub-pixels of the B component Bout00, Bout10, Bout20, Bout01, Bout11, and Bout21 are...
identical and the sub-pixels shift by 0.8 pixel in the horizontal direction and 0.8 pixel in the vertical direction from one another.

In this case, image signals (pixel values) Bout00 and Bout10 of the sub-pixels of the B component are calculated as indicated by the following formula according to, for example, the bi-linear method:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Bout00} &= \text{Bin00} \times 0.2 + \text{Bin01} \times 0.8, \\
\text{Bout10} &= \text{Bin10} \times 0.2 + \text{Bin11} \times 0.8, \\
\end{align*}
\]

Other image signals (e.g., Bout20 and Bout01) of the sub-pixels of the B component shown in FIG. 21 are calculated in the same manner.

The processing described above is performed in step 344 shown in FIG. 19.

On the other hand, since shift amounts of display positions of the sub-pixels of the R component and the B component are calculated with display positions of the sub-pixels of the G component as reference positions, correction processing for input image signals of the G component is unnecessary.

FIG. 22 is a diagram for explaining input image signals of the sub-pixels of the G component according to the second embodiment. In FIG. 22, components same as those shown in FIG. 18 are denoted by the same reference signs and explanation of the components is omitted as appropriate.

In FIG. 22, input image signals of sub-pixels forming each of pixels and display pixels projected on the basis of the input image signals are schematically shown. Input image signals (pixel values) of the sub-pixels of the G component are represented as Gin00, Gin10, Gin20, Gin30, Gin01, Gin11, Gin21, Gin31, Gin02, Gin12, Gin22, and Gin32. Output image signals of the sub-pixels of the G component are represented as Gout00, Gout10, Gout20, Gout30, Gout01, Gout11, Gout21, Gout31, Gout02, Gout12, Gout22, and Gout32.

In this case, image signals (pixel values) Gout00 and Gout10 of the sub-pixels of the G component are calculated as indicated by the following formula:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Gout00} &= \text{Gin00}, \\
\text{Gout10} &= \text{Gin10}, \\
\end{align*}
\]

Other image signals (e.g., Gout20 and Gout01) of the sub-pixels of the G component shown in FIG. 22 are calculated in the same manner.

As explained above, according to the second embodiment, shift amounts of the display positions of the sub-pixels of the R component and the B component are calculated with the display positions of the sub-pixels of the G component as the reference positions. Therefore, calculation of shift amounts of all the sub-pixels of the G component and correction processing for the input image signals of the G component do not have to be performed. It is possible to prevent deterioration in image quality due to shifts of display positions of sub-pixels forming one pixel and realize simplification of processing.

First Modification of the Second Embodiment

In the second embodiment, as in the first modification of the first embodiment, it is also possible that, as shown in FIG. 15, a shift-amount storing unit stores plural sets of shift amount groups and correction processing is applied to input image signals by using a shift amount selected out of the shift amount groups.

A configuration of a projector according to a first modification of the second embodiment is the same as the configuration of the projector according to the first modification of the first embodiment. Therefore, detailed explanation of the configuration is omitted.

FIG. 23 is a flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to shift amounts according to the first modification of the second embodiment. In FIG. 23, steps same as those shown in FIG. 16 are denoted by the same reference signs and explanation of the steps is omitted as appropriate.

For example, a program for realizing the processing shown in FIG. 23 is stored in the ROM 82 in advance. The CPU 80 reads out the program stored in the ROM 82 and executes processing corresponding to the program. Consequently, the processing shown in FIG. 23 can be realized by software processing.

As shown in FIG. 23, according to the first modification of the second embodiment, compared with the processing shown in FIG. 16, it is possible to omit the processing for calculating shift amounts of all the sub-pixels of the G component and the processing for correcting the input image signals of the G component and substantially simplify the processing.

Second Modification of the Second Embodiment

In the second embodiment, as in the second modification of the first embodiment, shift amounts may be changed in the correction processing for image signals of the sub-pixels in the image.

A configuration of a projector according to the second modification of the second embodiment is the same as the configuration of the projector according to the second modification of the first embodiment. Therefore, detailed explanation of the configuration is omitted.

FIG. 24 is a flowchart of an example of correction processing corresponding to shift amounts according to the second modification of the second embodiment. In FIG. 24, steps same as those shown in FIG. 17 are denoted by the same reference signs and explanation of the steps is omitted as appropriate.

For example, a program for realizing the processing shown in FIG. 24 is stored in the ROM 82 in advance. The CPU 80 reads out the program stored in the ROM 82 and executes processing corresponding to the program. Consequently, the processing shown in FIG. 24 can be realized by software processing.

As shown in FIG. 24, according to the second modification of the second embodiment, compared with the processing shown in FIG. 16, it is possible to omit the processing for calculating shift amounts of all the sub-pixels of the G component and the processing for correcting the input image signals of the G component and substantially simplify the processing.

Third Embodiment

In the first embodiment or the modifications thereof or in the second embodiment or the modifications thereof, zoom magnification of the projecting unit 100 is detected by the zoom state detecting unit 60. The correction processing for input image signals is performed or the correction processing is omitted according to a result of the detection. However, the invention is not limited to this.

FIG. 25 is a block diagram of a configuration example of a projector according to a third embodiment of the invention.
Components same as those shown in FIG. 1 are denoted by the same reference numerals and signs and explanation of the components is omitted as appropriate.

A projector 300 according to the third embodiment is different from the projector 10 according to the first embodiment in that an operating-environment detecting unit 310 is provided instead of the zoom-state detecting unit 60. The operating-environment detecting unit 310 generates a correction control signal and outputs the correction control signal to the image-signal-correction control unit 30 of the image processing unit 20.

The operating-environment detecting unit 310 detects an operating environment of the projector 300 and generates a correction control signal corresponding to a result of the detection. As such an operating environment detecting unit 310, a sensor such as a temperature sensor, a humidity sensor, or an optical sensor is adopted. This makes it possible to correct input image signals according to shift amounts of display positions of sub-pixels according to the operating environment of the projector 300 regardless of zoom magnification of the projecting unit 400. Deviation in an image quality due to shifts of display positions of sub-pixels is considered to be caused by an operating environment (temperature, etc.) of a projector as well. Therefore, in the third embodiment, input image signals are corrected according to an operating environment detected by the operating-environment detecting unit 310.

The image display apparatus and the image display method according to the invention are explained above on the basis of the embodiments and the modifications thereof. However, the invention is not limited to the embodiments. It is possible to carry out the invention in various forms without departing from the spirit of the invention. For example, modifications described below are also possible.

1. In the explanation of the embodiments and the modifications thereof, one pixel includes sub-pixels of three color components. However, the invention is not limited to this. The number of color components forming one pixel may be two or four or more.

2. In the explanation of the embodiments and the modifications thereof, the light valve is used as the light modulating unit. However, the invention is not limited to this. For example, DLP (Digital Light Processing) (registered trademark) or LCOS (Liquid Crystal On Silicon) may be adopted as the light modulating unit.

3. In the explanation of the embodiments and the modifications thereof, the light valve employing a so-called 3CCD transmissive liquid crystal panel is explained as an example of the light modulating unit. However, a light valve employing a 4CCD transmissive liquid crystal panel or a transmissive liquid crystal panel including more than four plates may be adopted.

4. In the explanation of the embodiments and the modifications thereof, the nearest neighbor method, the bi-linear method, and the bi-cubic method are described as examples of the interpolation processing method for shift amounts of all sub-pixels and the correction processing method for image signals. However, the invention is not limited to these processing methods.

5. In the explanation of the embodiments and the modifications thereof, the correction processing method for input image signals by the image-signal correcting unit 24 is varied according to a correction control signal and the correction processing itself is performed or omitted. However, the invention is not limited to this. The image-signal correcting unit 24, a first correction processing method such as the nearest neighbor method and a second correction processing method such as the bi-linear method may be changed according to the correction control signal to correct input image signals.

6. In the embodiments, the invention is explained as the image display apparatus and the image display method. However, the invention is not limited to this. For example, the invention may be a program in which a processing procedure of an image display method for realizing the invention is described or a recording medium in which the program is recorded.

What is claimed is:

1. A projector comprising:
a projecting unit configured to project a first image of a first color and a second image of a second color;
a storing unit configured to store first information indicating displacement of the second image relative to the first image at a first position, and second information indicating displacement of the second image relative to the first image at a second position; and
an image-signal correcting unit configured to correct image signals of the second image according to the first information and the second information to reduce the displacement of the second image, wherein
the projecting unit projects a third image of a third color, the storing unit stores information indicating displacement of the third image, and the image-signal correcting unit corrects image signals of the third image according to the information indicating displacement of the third image to reduce the displacement of the third image.

2. The projector of claim 1, wherein the image-signal correcting unit corrects the image signals of the second image by interpolation processing.

3. The projector of claim 1, further comprising a zoom-state detecting unit that detects a zoom state of the images displayed by the projecting unit.

4. The projector of claim 1, wherein, for a given pixel, the storing unit stores a first displacement amount for a sub-pixel of the third color, and stores a second displacement amount for a sub-pixel of a fourth color.

5. The projector of claim 1, wherein the second image displayed by the projecting unit is also displayed on the basis of input image signals corrected by the image-signal correcting unit, the image-signal correcting unit using same displacement amounts used in a display of the first image.

6. The projector of claim 1, wherein
the information indicating displacement of the third image relative to the first image includes third information indicating displacement of the third image relative to the first image at the first position, and fourth information including displacement of the third image relative to the first image at the second position, and
the image-signal correcting unit configured to correct image signals of the third image according to the third information and the fourth information to reduce displacement of the third image.

* * * * *